ADB on leaning motorcycles
The ADB lamp turns off its segment which provides illumination to the direction or the area where an onboard camera has detected preceding and/or oncoming vehicle(s). This is the same provision as with car regulation and thus the proposal for motorcycle regulation applies the same content.

①: Camera detection area.
②: The area detecting the light from preceding and/or oncoming vehicle(s). The illumination of the detected segment is turned off.
【Leaning condition】
In the leaning condition, the operation of the ADB lamp and its effect do not change from the non-leaning condition which turns off the segment where a camera has detected preceding and/or oncoming vehicle(s).
Therefore, there is no additional requirement for the leaning condition.

①: Camera detection area.
②: The area detecting the light from preceding and/or oncoming vehicle(s). The illumination of the detected segment is turned off.